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Abstract 

Nuclear waste is a highly debated issue of nuclear power. The long-term storage is not 

considered to be sustainable, thus other possibilities are sought after. One such possibility 

could be to recycle the nuclear waste in nuclear reactors, such as fast breeder reactors. The 

possibility to recycle americium, which is a nuclear waste, is the reason of this study. 

This report studies how the amount of americium in the fuel of the reactor ELECTRA affects 

the temperature coefficient. It was also examined how the size of the reactor affects the 

reactivity factor, keff. The purpose was to see how much americium that could be added to the 

fuel before the temperature coefficient becomes positive, and the reactor becomes unstable.  

The results first obtained in the study were not as expected. The expected result was that with 

an increased amount of americium the temperature coefficient would also increase. Instead 

the value of the temperature coefficient remained at an almost constant level. This is assumed 

to be because the reactor is designed to have a high amount of neutron leakage, which 

dominates the impact on the temperature coefficient. 

To decrease the impact of the neutron leakage and to maintain criticality, the height of the 

reactor core was increased. This lead to the expected results of an increased temperature 

coefficient with an increased amount of americium in the fuel. The study also shows that 

more fuel is needed to maintain criticality when more americium is added.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

One of the bigger issues today concerning nuclear power is the long term reactive waste and 

how to take care of it. Today the solution is long-term storage but methods for recycling are 

being researched. Some countries, such as France and Switzerland already carry out recycling 

of plutonium. Fast breeder reactors is a possible way to recycle some of the reactive waste 

materials.[1] 

In Sweden at The Royal Institute of Technology, KTH, scientists are researching the 

possibilities of designing a fast breeder reactor called ELECTRA. They hope to use this 

reactor to recycle foremost americium, which is a rest product of uranium burning. 

1.2 Objective 
The objective of this study is to examine how an increased amount of americium in the fuel 

affects the temperature coefficient of the reactor. How much americium can be added to the 

fuel before a positive temperature coefficient is reached?  

1.3 Limitation 
The original fuel in ELECTRA is (PuZr)N, with 40 % plutonium and 60 % zirconium. 

Americium could be added to the fuel in three different ways; by decreasing only the amount 

of plutonium, only the amount of zirconium or by decreasing the amount of both plutonium 

and zirconium. In this study only the amount of plutonium was decreased.  
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2 Theoretical background 

2.1 The Physics Behind Reactors 
All nuclides are either stable or radioactive. If a nucleus is radioactive it will decay until it 

reaches a stable state.[2] How fast an element will decay is measured by each element's 

unique half-life.[3] All radioactive elements emit some kind of radiation (α -, β - or γ - 

radiation). This radiation has a high amount of energy.[2] 

This energy is used in nuclear reactors through fission. Fission is the process where the 

nucleus of an atom is hit by a neutron and is split into lighter nuclei. During this process 

neutrons and photons are released together with a large amount of energy.[4] Fission occurs 

within a very short time interval, < 10
-17

 s. After a nuclei has absorbed a neutron, most of the 

neutrons that are emitted as a result of the ensuing fission, are ejected within 10
-14

 s. These are 

called prompt neutrons. However a small fraction, < 1 %, is delayed to up to one minute after 

absorption. These are called delayed neutrons and play an important role in the safety of 

nuclear reactors. The neutrons emitted during fission are absorbed by other nuclei causing 

them to fission. The process mentioned above is repeated starting a chain reaction. A material 

that is capable of sustaining such a chain reaction is called a fissile material.[5] 

The effective multiplication factor, keff, is the average number of neutrons from one fission 

that cause a new fission. The value of keff determines how the nuclear chain reaction will 

proceed. In large, the value of keff is divided into three different categories:[6] 

1. Subcriticality: keff < 1. The chain reaction will not be sustained and will eventually 

die out.  

2. Criticality: keff = 1. Every fission causes an average of one more fission. This is the 

desired state in nuclear reactors.  

3. Supercriticality: keff > 1. In this case the chain reaction will increase exponentially. 

Nuclear weapons are designed to operate under these conditions.[6] 

The Doppler coefficient, also known as the temperature coefficient, is used to see how 

reactivity is affected by changes in the temperature. If the temperature coefficient is negative 

the reactivity will decrease as the temperature increases. On the other hand, if the temperature 

coefficient is positive the reactivity will increase as the temperature increases, which can lead 

to a meltdown in the reactor. The temperature coefficient is given by the following 

formula:[7] 

  
  

  
  (1) 

Where α is the temperature coefficient, T is temperature and ρ is reactivity, a measurement of 

how much the reactor diverges from criticality.[8] 
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2.2 Different types of reactors 
Most of the reactors used today are thermal reactors, TR, which means the fission neutrons 

are slowed down by a moderator[9] and have an energy of less than 1 eV[10]. In this type of 

reactor the breed quota is smaller than in fast reactors (or fast breeder reactors, FBR).[9] 

FBR have prompt neutrons with higher energy, greater than 1 keV, which makes the 

probability of fission smaller and the sustainability longer.[9, 10, 11]  

The moderator is usually a lightweight material, since it slows down the neutrons more 

effectively, and often also acts as a coolant.[9, 10] As a result the loss of neutrons is decreased 

as well as the size of the reactor.[9] To further decrease the leakage it is common to surround 

the reactor core with a material that makes the neutrons bounce back into the core.[9] 

As opposed to a TR, a FBR does not have a moderator instead they need a fuel that is strongly 

fissile in comparison to TR. The cooling material is a heavier material to avoid the 

decelerating properties of the lightweight counterparts.[9, 11] The coolant used in FBR is 

most often a liquid metal, such as; sodium, bismuth or lead. The latter two are generally 

discarded due to their high density, which require high pumping power. In early designs of 

FBR sodium was used as a coolant due to its low melting point, 371 K, and high boiling 

point, 1153 K. The high boiling point allows low pressure operations compared to the high 

pressure of for instance light water reactor, LWR. Most countries currently researching FBR 

have chosen sodium as a coolant, though there are a few exceptions - Sweden being one of 

them, see the section on ELECTRA below, the United Kingdom another where they are 

currently researching the possibility of using gas such as He instead of liquid metal. [12]  

The high fission probability for, among others, Pu, Am and Cm lead to drastically reduced 

production of nuclear waste; in addition, it also offers a better neutron economy than LWR. 

This means a smaller fraction of nuclear electricity would need to be produced in advanced 

fuels. This opens up the possibility of using FBR as nuclear waste burning, for instance 

multirecycling of americium could be possible. [13] It can also be used to breed fuel for 

thermal reactors. This means for example that it can use U-238, which cannot undergo fission 

at energies below 1 MeV, to get Pu-239 by absorption of fast neutrons, thus creating fuel that 

can undergo fission at lower energies.[14] 

2.3 Nuclear Waste 
One of the most debated issues of today when it comes to nuclear power is the long term 

(beyond 400 years) radioactive nuclear waste. The major contributors to the portion of radio-

toxic waste of spent nuclear fuel are: fission products and transuranium elements. In the case 

of the latter the elements arise through consecutive neutron capture in uranium. Plutonium 

and americium dominate the long term radio toxicity. If these two elements could be removed 

the long term nuclear waste would be reduced by several orders of magnitude. With fast 

breeder reactors this might be possible. [15] 

For americium to react the neutrons need to have a very high energy. In fast breeder reactors 

this energy is reached thus recycling of americium could be possible. However there are 
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difficulties with the use of americium since the safety of the reactor decreases, partly due to 

an increased temperature coefficient. A combination of high energy neutrons and a high 

concentration of nuclides that can absorb neutrons and turn into fissile nuclides, leads to a 

positive temperature coefficient. The first of these conditions is met in FBR and the properties 

of americium meet the second condition. Thus a large enough amount of americium in a FBR 

leads to a positive temperature coefficient.[16] 

2.4 ELECTRA - European Lead-Cooled Training Reactor 
ELECTRA is a small FBR that today only exists in theory and the main purpose is 

educational. [17] It uses lead as a coolant which has many advantages over water, especially 

when looking at safety. Among other things it has a high boiling temperature, 2002 K[18], 

good heat removal and inherent shielding from gamma radiation. One problem with most 

reactors today is that when the reactor is turned off so is the cooling system, since no energy 

is added to run the system. This can lead to a nuclear meltdown after the reactor has been shut 

down.[19] In ELECTRA the coolant is designed to work by natural circulation and therefore 

no, or very little, energy will be needed for the cooling of the reactor. [20] 

The fuel (PuxZry)N, where  x and y represents the portions of each element, was chosen on the 

following grounds: 

1. Plutonium ,instead of uranium, makes it possible to have a small reactor and also 

gives the reactor a strong negative temperature coefficient, which is a highly sought 

after characteristic for a nuclear reactor. The small size of the reactor ensures full heat 

removal through natural circulation.  

2. By choosing a nitride form of the fuel the chemical interaction with the coating of the 

reactor is lessened.  

3. By adding ZrN the thermal stability is increased. [17] 

The fuel is stored in pins placed inside a so called wrapper tube with a wire spacer to separate 

each pin, see Figure 1. At both ends of the fuel pin there is something called end caps, see 

Figure 2. These hold the helium gas in the plenum in place. In the plenum there is a canister 

with the fuel (PuxZry)N. At both ends of the canister there are insulator pellets to decrease the 

neutron leakage. With insulator pellets only at the ends of the canister, instead of all around it, 

the neutron leakage is very high compared to other reactors. This means that neutrons that 

would otherwise cause fission escape the fuel and lower the reactivity. This characteristic is 

desired since the reactivity otherwise would be far too high.[19] 
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Figure 1. The wrapper tube with following components: 

1. Wire spacer 

2. Fuel pin 

3. Shell of the wrapper tube 

The proportions in the figure not the same as in the actual 

model. 

Figure 2. The fuel pin, with the  

following components: 

1. End caps 

2. Plenum 

3. Fuel 

4. Insulator pellets 

 

2.5 Serpent 
Serpent is a simulation program which uses a Monte Carlo method for the simulations. This 

means that the simulation is based on probability and randomness.[21] The program is used in 

calculations and simulations concerning reactor physics and it is specialized in two-

dimensional lattice physics calculations.[22] 

To use the program a file containing details about the materials included in the reactor and the 

geometry of the reactor has to be provided. For a simple simulation this file might only 

contain the properties of a few different materials (such as fuel and insulation material), a 

basic description of the lattice used and the number of cycles used in the simulation. More 

complex simulations may have many different materials combined in alternating ways for 

certain areas of the lattice, as well as a sophisticated description of the lattice itself. 

The fuel is described by defining the material by stating the atom number and mass number 

for all the included isotopes, as well as giving the ratios between the different compounds. 

The first two values are followed by a number which indicates the temperature in the material. 

It is also necessary to provide the density of the material.  This is done either by giving a 

specific number representing the atomic density (a positive entry with the unit 10
24

/cm
3
) or 

the mass density (a negative entry with the unit g/cm
3
), or by stating that it is the average of 

the included compounds.[23] 

When running the simulations a set of neutron cycles, determined by the user, is discarded 

initially to get more accurate simulations of the following cycles. During each cycle a number 

of neutrons are followed from when they are released from an atom to the point where they 

are absorbed into another atom. Whether the neutron is absorbed or not is decided by 
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statistical probability. Based on these neutron lifetimes a value of keff is calculated each cycle, 

together with its statistical error. This error is proportional to the square root of the total 

amount of neutrons in the simulation. Since the simulation is based on probabilities the results 

may vary from one run to the other even if nothing has been changed in the data file.  
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3 Implementation 
As an introduction to the Serpent code we began by looking at only one fuel cell. The purpose 

of this introduction was to study how the margin of error of the keff-value changed with 

different numbers of neutrons per cycle and different amounts of cycles. The results of this 

part were later used to decrease the margin of error to a desired level when americium was 

added to the fuel.  

We then continued with the actual calculations and the preparatory study of how the density 

of the lead coolant in the fuel affects the reactivity. This was done by changing the density of 

the lead, running the simulation to get a value of keff and calculating the reactivity using the 

following formula[19]. 

   
      

    
    (2) 

Where ρ is the reactivity. The correlation between reactivity and density of the lead coolant 

was used throughout the rest of the study, see Section 5.3. 

The next part of our calculations was to change the amount of americium in the fuel and study 

what effect this had on the reactivity. We set the density of the lead to 7.35 g/cm
3
 which 

corresponds with a temperature of approximately 3400K. This is a very high temperature 

which is not physically justified. However for the purpose of this study and its calculations it 

is used to see the correlation between density and reactivity, this correlation is directly 

connected to the temperature coefficient as will be seen later in the report, see Section 5.3. 

[19] After this the distribution between plutonium and americium in the fuel was changed so 

that the total amount of americium was increased to 10 %, 20 % and 30 %. Each time the 

amount of americium increased the density of the fuel was recalculated using the following 

formula[24]. 

      
  

  
   (3) 

Where ρfuel is the density of the fuel, m is the average mass of all the components in the fuel, 

expressed in kg, and a is the average lattice parameter of the compounds, expressed in m. The 

averages were calculated using Vegard’s law. This was then repeated for the lead density 

10.503 g/cm
3
 which corresponds with  a temperature of approximately 700K which is the 

average temperature desired in the reactor and a temperature where lead is in liquid form. 

Thus this density was chosen as a reference point. [19] 

The two studies described above were repeated until the margin of error was small enough, 

before we continued to the last part. In this last part we repeatedly changed the height of the 

fuel core in the reactor until a large enough value of keff was reached. Then the value of the 

temperature coefficient was calculated using Formula 1, where dT was calculated using the 

following formula[25]: 

                            (4)  
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4 Results 

Cycles Neutrons per cycle keff Margin of error 

200 5000 2.43516 0.00058 

300 5000 2.43492 0.00046 

600 5000 2.43495 0.00032 

600 6000 2.43495 0.00030 

Table 1. The results of the introduction to the Serpent code. 

 

Density [g/cm
3
] keff Margin of error Reactivity 

7.3521 0.98911 0.00253 -0.01101 

7.8773 0.98553 0.00228 -0.01468 

8.4024 0.98431 0.00236 -0.01594 

8.9276 0.98636 0.00253 -0.01383 

9.4527 0.98616 0.00233 -0.01403 

9.9779 0.98664 0.00235 -0.01354 

10.503 0.99486 0.00237 -0.00517 

Table 2. The results of our first study of the relation between reactivity and density. 200 

cycles with 1000 neutrons per cycle. 

 

Density [g/cm
3
] keff Margin of error Reactivity 

7.3521 0.97675 0.00024 -0.0238 

7.8773 0.97895 0.00024 -0.0215 

8.4024 0.98132 0.00024 -0.01904 

8.9276 0.98344 0.00024 -0.01684 

9.4527 0.98557 0.00024 -0.01464 

9.9779 0.98784 0.00024 -0.01231 

10.503 0.98965 0.00024 -0.01046 

Table 3. The results of our first study of the relation between reactivity and density. 500 

cycles with 40000 neutrons per cycle. 
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Figure 3. The density and reactivity from Table 3 with a linear adaption to the data points, 

the equation in the figure.  

 

 

(Pu0.4Zr0.6)

N 

(Pu0.36Am0.04Zr0.6)

N 

(Pu0.32Am0.08Zr0.6)

N 

(Pu0.28Am0.12Zr0.6)

N 

Density [g/cm
3
] 9.44 9.43 9.41 9.39 

94-238 0.035 0.032 0.028 0.025 

94-239 0.519 0.473 0.420 0.368 

94-240 0.238 0.217 0.193 0.168 

94-241 0.117 0.106 0.095 0.083 

94-242 0.079 0.072 0.064 0.056 

95-241 0.012 0.067 0.133 0.200 

95-243 0 0.033 0.067 0.100 

Table 4. The density of the fuel and the distribution between the plutonium (94) and 

americium (95) isotopes. 

 

 
(Pu0.4Zr0.6)

N 

(Pu0.36Am0.04Zr0.6)

N 

(Pu0.32Am0.08Zr0.6)

N 

(Pu0.28Am0.12Zr0.6)

N 

keff 0.97675 0.94144 0.89941 0.85703 

Margin of error 0.00024 0.00023 0.00023 0.00021 

Reactivity -0.02380 -0.06220 -0.11184 -0.16682 

Table 5. The values of keff and reactivity when using the distribution from Table 3 and the 

density of the lead coolant is 7.3521 g/cm
3
. 
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(Pu0.4Zr0.6)

N 

(Pu0.36Am0.04Zr0.6)

N 

(Pu0.32Am0.08Zr0.6)

N 

(Pu0.28Am0.12Zr0.6)

N 

keff 0.98965 0.95270 0.91033 0.86667 

Margin of error 0.00024 0.00024 0.00021 0.00021 

Reactivity -0.01046 -0.04965 -0.09850 -0.15384 

Table 6. The values of keff and reactivity when using the distribution from Table 3 and the 

density of the lead coolant is 10.503 g/cm
3
. 

 

 

Figure 4. The density and reactivity from Table 5 and Table 6, from the top: 

(Pu0.36Am0.04Zr0.6)N, (Pu0.32Am0.08Zr0.6)N, (Pu0.28Am0.12Zr0.6)N. 

 

Density [g/cm
3
] keff Margin of error Reactivity 

7.3521 0.98558 0.00023 -0.01463 

10.503 0.99654 0.00025 -0.00347 

Table 7. The fuel is (Pu0.36Am0.04Zr0.6)N and the height of the reactor core has been increased 

by 6 cm. 

 

Density [g/cm
3
] keff Margin of error Reactivity 

7.3521 0.98435 0.00022 -0.01590 

10.503 0.99442 0.00025 -0.00561 

Table 8. The fuel is (Pu0.32Am0.08Zr0.6)N and the height of the reactor core has been increased 

by 15 cm. 
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Density [g/cm
3
] keff Margin of error Reactivity 

7.3521 0.99062 0.00023 -0.00947 

10.503 0.99762 0.00022 -0.00239 

Table 9. The fuel is (Pu0.28Am0.12Zr0.6)N and the height of the reactor core has been increased 

by 36 cm. 

 

 

Figure 5. The density and reactivity from Table 3, Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9, from the top: 

(Pu0.28Am0.12Zr0.6)N , (Pu0.36Am0.04Zr0.6)N, (Pu0.32Am0.08Zr0.6)N, (Pu0.4Zr0.6)N. 

 

 (Pu0.4Zr0.6)N (Pu0.36Am0.04Zr0.6)N (Pu0.32Am0.08Zr0.6)N (Pu0.28Am0.12Zr0.6)N 

dT [K] - 2638 - 2638 - 2638 - 2638 

dρ [pcm] 1335 1116 1029 708 

α [K
-1

] - 0.5059 - 0.4230 - 0.3900 - 0.2685 

Table 10. Calculated values of the temperature coefficient. 
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Figure 6. The values of α from Table 10 and the respective amounts of americium.  
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5 Discussion  

5.1 Introductory part 
As seen in Table 1, where only one fuel cell was studied, the margin of error decreases when 

both the number of cycles and the number of neutrons per cycle increase. During the first 

simulation, with 200 cycles and 5000 neutrons per cycle, the margin of error is 0.00058. 

Whereas in the fourth simulation, with 600 cycles and 6000 neutrons per cycle, the margin of 

error is 0.00030. When these two simulations are compared it is clear that the margin of error 

has decreased by almost a factor two and the total amount of neutrons has increased by close 

to a factor four, which is to be expected, see Section 2.5.  

The impact on the margin of error varies if you only add a specific number to either the 

number of cycles or to the number of neutrons per cycle. Since the number of cycles usually 

is less than the number of neutrons per cycle, the margin of error decreases more if you add 

more cycles. This is due to the fact that the total amount of neutrons changes more than it 

would if you added the same amount to the number of neutrons per cycle. For example when 

100 cycles were added between simulation one and two the total amount of neutrons 

increased from one million to 1.5 million. If you would have added 100 neutrons per cycle 

instead this would have made the total amount of neutrons increase to 1.2 million, which 

would have made a smaller impact on the margin of error. 

5.2 Preparatory part 
The values in Table 2 have a margin of error that is too large, thus the small variation between 

the values does not give any useful information. In Table 3 on the other hand the margin of 

error is much smaller and has reached a level where the data can be used. As can be seen in 

Figure 3, the simulations gave a linear correlation between the density of the lead coolant and 

the reactivity of the fuel. 

5.3 When americium was added 
Since the correlation between reactivity and the coolant density was shown to be linear, it was 

assumed that this holds when americium was added as well. As can be seen in Figure 4 the 

inclination is approximately the same in the three different simulations. This was not what 

was expected since theory suggests that americium should affect the inclination differently 

depending on how much americium is added, see Section 2.3. The inclination should become 

smaller and eventually go from positive to negative, when the amount of americium is 

increased, since a negative inclination means that the temperature coefficient is positive.  

However this is not the case. ELECTRA is designed to have a very high neutron leakage in 

order to maintain a constant temperature coefficient. Since the temperature coefficient is kept 

constant even when more and more americium is added, the high leakage must have a much 

greater impact on the temperature coefficient than the amount of americium does. If so this 

means more americium can be added to the fuel, to be recycled, without any negative effects 

to the safety.  
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In Table 5 and Table 6 it can be seen that the value of keff decreases when more americium is 

added, which means that even though a reaction can start it will not be able to sustain itself. If 

you want to add more americium you will have to make other changes to increase the value of 

keff to a sufficiently large level for the reactor to be self-sufficient.  

5.4 Design changes of the reactor core 
When comparing the values of keff at the lead coolant density 10.503 g/cm

3
 in Table 3, Table 

7, Table 8 and Table 9 it differs slightly. This is due to the difficulty of reaching a desired 

value of keff by changing the height of the reactor core. Unfortunately this means that the 

reference point is not the same for the different fuels, which means an accurate comparison 

cannot be made. However looking at Figure 5 you can still see that there is a small change in 

the inclination for the different cases. It can also be seen that the inclination seems to decrease 

with an increased amount of americium in the fuel, which suggests that the inclination will 

eventually become negative.  

The decreased inclination leads to an increased temperature coefficient, as can be seen in 

Table 10. As expected the design change lessened the impact of the neutron leakage by 

decreasing the actual leakage of neutrons, since a clear difference in the temperature 

coefficient can be seen. The decreased impact of the neutron leakage is due to the fact that the 

ratio between the surface and the volume of the fuel pin is smaller when the volume is 

increased. 

Comparing Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9 you can see that the height has been increased by 

different amounts for the different fuels. A higher amount of americium required a larger 

reactor core to get the right value of keff. This is due to the fact that americium decreases the 

reactivity since it mostly acts as an absorbent, no fission occurs. Thus more fuel is needed to 

maintain criticality and this is accomplished by increasing the height of the fuel core. 

Looking at Table 10 it can be seen that the temperature coefficient increases with 

approximately 15 %, 25 % and 50 % respectively. Since the temperature coefficient is 

negative in all these cases the safety is still large enough. Figure 6 shows an approximate 

linear correlation between the temperature coefficient and the amount of americium in the 

fuel. Assuming that this linear correlation is correct the temperature will become positive 

when the amount of americium is approximately 26 % of the entire fuel. However the 

correlation is not perfectly linear which means that the actual amount of americium where the 

temperature coefficient turns positive might vary. By looking at the figure the estimated error 

is approximately 4 percentage points. To validate this assumption further studies are needed.  
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6 Summary and Conclusions 
In the introductory part it could be seen that the margin of error is closely related to the total 

amount of neutrons. When the error decreased with almost a factor two the total amount of 

neutrons had increased with approximately a factor four, which corresponds to the theoretical 

relation described in Section 2.5. 

The correlation between reactivity and coolant density is linear, which can be used to study 

the impact of americium in the fuel. Since the high neutron leakage in the reactor dominates 

the reactivity the impact of americium on the temperature coefficient is smaller than expected. 

However americium lowers the value of keff to subcriticality, which means other changes need 

to be made in order to reach criticality, and also to be able to see the impact on the 

temperature coefficient.   

After the design change the impact of americium was observable through the temperature 

coefficient, an increased amount of americium lead to an increased value of the coefficient. 

This means that americium does indeed lower the safety of the reactor. With an amount of 

approximately 26 % americium the temperature coefficient becomes positive, which means 

that the reactor is no longer safe.   
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